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A Science Controversy.
By Bevan McNaughton.
Aim:
To investigate the differences between lead and steel shot in the use in shotgun shells for gamebird
waterfowl hunting.
Abstract:
Upon gathering the relevant information needed to write a report about the topic chosen (both sides of the
argument) process the information and write it in a controversial report standard.
Why is it Controversial?
At the moment there is promotion by certain groups of the public in banning the use of lead shot in
Shotguns for gamebird hunting as lead is causing the death of waterfowl (and other wading birds) deaths
by lead poisoning.
(Waterfowl as defined by: 1 Swimming game birds, such as ducks and geese, considered as a group.)
The issue is that Lead poisons and kill waterfowl. Lead shot is ingested whilst feeding and it poses a
significant problem. "This problem differs from most environmental contaminations in that it is caused
directly by the sport of individuals, the same people who espouse environmental protection and wildlife
conservation." 2
N.B. New Zealand Royal Forest and Bird Society are promoting this change yet there is very
little information available in what the New Zealand situation is. There is quite a lot of overseas
information and many countries have moved to other shot alternatives besides Lead. The topic is often
emotive with both sides of the argument promoting their own views, often overestimated.
Background: Why did I choose this controversial issue?
As a waterfowl game hunter this may mean for me a complete change in the way I shoot, it could mean
that it is more expensive to go shooting and that there may be more wear on the shotgun I use.
This report only covers steel shot and not the other alternatives including bismuth and tin. This is because
steel is identified as a more readily affordable alternative and there is more information on it.
The scientific fields covered are Physics (practical formulae), Chemistry (chemical compounds) and
Biology (animal behaviour.)
The History of Lead Shot:
Lead shot has been used in firearms since their first development. Back then it was only considered a
metal that was appropriate due to the density (weight) and the momentum it could carry in retrospect to
other metals.
Lead shot has posed a threat to waterfowl species now for some time. 3Waterfowl poisonings were first
recorded in the United States in 1874 and in New Zealand in 1956.
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The History of Steel Shot:
Steel has been around a much shorter time span than Lead shot. This is because Lead did the job that was
needed for shotgun projectiles. 4Steel was being tested as an alternative since 1949 and tests carried out
at that stage depicted too many variables both in the shooter and in the record keeping. Since then tests
still continue and have now become more advanced and precise to produce very accurate and useful
results.
Ballistical argument:
Steel
Steel has been considered by some people as an inferior substitute for lead for many reasons.
Some of the practical properties that makes steel inferior to lead are as follows:
1. Steel has less momentum than lead.
2. It may mean more wounded sporting waterfowl.
3. The steel pallets are harder, they are not as malleable as lead.
4. Steel has a different firing pattern than lead, it is slightly tighter.
5. Because steel is harder it can 'pit' or damage shotgun barrels of certain ages and makes of shotguns.
Other properties that are not related include:
1. Steel shot is more costly than that in comparison to lead shot.
2. Steel shot has a different numbering system than that of lead. (explained later)
As for lead, below are listed some of the practical properties that make lead inferior in certain
circumstances.
Lead
1. Deforms upon firing.
2. Toxic.
3. Deformities cause some pellet drift.
Steel shot has less mass than that to lead in comparison to size. This means that going by the formula
momentum = mass x velocity (p=mv) steel will have less momentum (impact) than that of lead shot. This
is a detrimental disadvantage. But this was an original case of a happening and due to the formula above
an increase in velocity would make up for the downfall of the mass of the pellets. What ammunition
manufacturing companies such as Winchester and Remington have now done is a complete revolutionary
design in the actual shotshell case and shotshell size. This has allowed for larger shot (therefore each
pellet is heavier) to be placed into the shotshell by shortening the wad and producing a smaller yet
harder/faster burning powder. Steel shot is made two sizes larger in than lead shot in a 'like volume' load
situation. The result is an overcome in the case of a momentum disadvantage but this means that there
will still be fewer pellets in each shell in comparison to lead shotshells.
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The chart to the right shows the size of the shot
pellets, the number of pellets in each shell (based on
charge weight), and a side-by-side comparison of the
pellet count, steel vs. lead.

Steel also has a different firing pattern to that of lead. This is because of the shot size and change in the
wad design to accommodate larger shot. Steel also has (as already explained) above less pellets in each
shell so there will be slightly less pellets being in the pattern. Comparable to lead, steel shot is much
harder and therefore stays round whereas lead does not. Steel will therefore fly truer to the target. Tests
done by Remington have showed that at 40 yards, a higher percentage of steel pellets will be on target
(within a 30" circle) than lead loads. At 60 yards, steel shot not only yields higher pattern percentages, but
also more actual pellets are on target as well.
The chart to the right shows the comparisons between
lead and steel shot (grouping "like" loads, with the
steel pellets being two shot sizes larger than the lead
pellet).
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The chart compares velocity three feet from the
muzzle, as well as retained per-pellet energy
downrange. Note that by using a larger steel shot size,
comparable velocity and retained energy at desired
yardages are maintained. By carefully studying this
chart, you can compare the retained energy for steel
and lead shot of the same size (e.g., Steel 2 vs. Lead 2),
and prove to yourself why a larger steel shot size must
be used to yield similar retained-energy values.
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Lead patterning in comparison to steel develops a rather long, large-diameter shot string whereas steel
shot because it is around three times harder than lead stays round and develops a shot string that is
50% - 60% shorter and 60% - 70% more narrower than that of lead.
It could be said that steel provides a more precise 'hitting zone' than that of the use of lead shot.

Because steel is harder than lead it also means that there is less 'give' in the shot as it exits the shotgun
barrel. This means that in some older types of shotguns the barrel may be prone to excessive wear or
even be badly damaged to dangerous to use. Steel will definitely destroy older (pre World War) shotguns
as they will not be made to fire the type of new cartridge system. The steel will pit some older barrels if
they are not chromed or hardened. Otherwise, most new firearms, which have been produced since Steel
shot has been around, will fire with little harm to the actual weapon apart from normal use wear and tear.

Patterning Conclusion:
It appears that lead shot does have a good wide firing pattern and a more persistent number of pellets in
its shot string so there is more likely to hit a waterfowl game bird but maybe only to the extent where it
wounds it in some cases, this will also mean more wasted pellets that will not hit a specific game bird but
may hit other ducks in a mob either killing them or wounding them too. Steel shot has a narrower firing
pattern and fewer pellets but provides to be more accurate. This may mean that it will leave less wounded
birds but will not hit as many if the shooter is not all on to the target.
The compromise is equal.

Environmental Argument:
The reason behind this report was to find out if steel (as an alternative to lead) was actually worth while
using. The major reason for not using lead is that it is fatally toxic. Lead does not break down in the
environment to become safe but lingers and remains there.
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Lead is able to be ingested by waterfowl whilst feeding of waterway bottoms/water beds for plant and
animal (insect, e.g. worms) life, and once ingested the lead shot lies dormant in their gizzard, the gizzard
action of waterfowl breaks down the lead into pieces small enough to enter the bloodstream and pass
around the body. In many cases one or two pellets is enough to make either kill the bird or to make it ill.
If there is a substantial amount of lead shot in the gizzard the bird may die within two days as a
previously very healthy and fit bird or it may die after a few weeks by deteriorating away to death. This
all depends on the amount of lead it has ingested and the size of the bird (e.g. mallard drake or a mature
swan).
Steel is not toxic and is readily broken down. Steel shot will once exposed to the air and/or wet
conditions like those in the open and/or on waterways where most game waterfowl are shot will rust away
over a few weeks to a year. If waterfowl ingest steel pellets, either rust proof coated (e.g. zinc coated) or
bare the gizzard action will break down the pellets and if it enters the blood stream will later be ejected
from its system with out any harmful effects.
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Studies carried out in the Auckland area showed that 4.7% of birds contained lead shot and another study
in Otago showed 6% of birds had some lead shot in their gizzards. Another report done by Adrian Evans
reported a recording of pellet densities of 387,500 ha-1 in the Kikorai lagoon but his results deem to be
invalid due to the limitation of the method of his sampling techniques. Also in Adrian's paper he made
assumptions about other effects changing his results but never carried the research through so there may
be invalidity in his results.

Environmental Conclusion:
Lead is deemed unsafe for use as a shotshell projectile as it is poisonous. Steel on the other hand is the
best alternative, as it has no harmful effects on waterfowl and will biodegrade.

Final Conclusion:

Lead shot is dangerous to the environment in many cases if it is readily available (if it is within browsing
reach of waterfowl) but otherwise it is a good shotshell projectile due to its momentum and wide firing
pattern.
Steel shot is not harmful to the environment and also is a good shotshell projectile in its steel shotshell
applied properties (smaller wad - less padding, larger pellets to compensate for momentum.)
It appears after reviewing the information obtained that steel is indeed proving to be an overall benefitee
but mainly due to its non-toxic qualities. The shooting patterns are different but it is not a complete
downfall but rather a learning curve for the user.
Although steel shot is not widely used in New Zealand due to anti lead shot pressures, banning lead shot
will be of only little loss to the hunter but a gain to the environment.
Steel does provide to be the better alternative.
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